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Gencral Instructicns:

L. Allquestions are comPulsory

7. Thisquestion pflper has4 sections-A' B 
' 
Cand D'

3. Section A has 5 questions of 1 mark each 'section 
B has 6 questions of 2 marks each '

SectionChasl0questionsof3markseachandSectionDhasSquestionsof4marks

Class : VIII MATHEMATICS

each.

SECTION-A {6X1=6}

1. Find the value o135++*e

?. Find the product of the monomials 7p and 2q'

3. Find the area of the rhombus whose diagonals are 8cm and 6cm'

4. Write the standard form of 82300'

5. Write the number of faces of a square pyramid'

6. Narne the pyramid with four vertices'

sECnOr{-8 {6X2=12}

Represent the rational number I on tf''* number line'

Find the angle rneasure of x

in the following figure

g. An itern marked at Rs 840 is scld for Rs7L4' what is the discount and discount

percentage?

lCI.AshopkeeperbuysanarticleforRs2400andse||sitforaprofitof16%.Findthese||ing
price of the article'

11. Lateral surface area of a cylinder of height gcm is 352cmz ' Find its radius'

12. Subtract 3a+6ab-5b+7 from 5a-2ab+b+7'

/

7.

8.



SECflON-C {10X3=30}

13. Find six rational numbers b*t***n I ,nA I3b

L4. The measures of two adjacent angles of a parallelograrn are in the ratia 3:2. Find the

measure of each of the angles of the parallelogram.

15. The weekly wages {inRs} of 3S workers in a factory are :

830,835,890,810,835,837,868,845,896,890,820,860,832,833,855,

845, 804,808,8 1.2,840,885,83 5,83 5,834,878,840,8S8,890,806'840

Using tally marks make a frequency table with intervals as 800-810,810-820 and so on'

15. Draw a histogram far the following data:

Class interval 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

frequency 5 8 10 7 3

17. Evaluate the following using identities

a) 1S3z b) 512 * 492

18. Using Eulels formula , find the number of vertices of a polyhedron which has L8

edges and 12 faces.

19. tf y is a digit such that the number 8y72 is divisible by 3, find the possible values of y.

2A. Find the values cf a, b,c if x and y varY directly .

22. Factarlse: pz +S p +8

SECTION-D {8X4=32}

23. Area of a trapezium is 440 cmz andthe distance between the parallel sides is 22cm. lf

the |ength af one para|le| side is 3 times the |ength of other para||el side, find the

length of the twa parallel sides.

21. Find the varue or , [iJ-. [*) 
' .[iJ '

x 7 I b C

Y 2t a 39 63



27.

\-/ 28.

24. The sales of a commodity during the year 2m0 to 2005 are given below'

25. calculate the amount and compound interest on Rs 10,800 for 3 years at u| Ya per

annum comPounded annuallY'

A milk tank is in the form of cylinder whose radius is 1.5m and length is 7m' Find the

quantity of milk in litres that can be stored in the tank'

simplify {2x + 5}t - {2x - 5)z

lf a box of sweets is divided among 24 children, they will get 5 sweets each' How

maily sweets would each get if the number of children is reduced by 4 ?

Factorise til pz * 2p +25 (iil loab + 4a + 5b + 2

26.

29.

z-3x10*5x16
30. SimPlifu :

5*7 x6-4 .

*** ***{c *c*

Sales {in
lakhs of Rs)

Dilw r li* goph iepresenting the above data


